
INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH LITERATURE ESSAY

How to write a powerful introduction in a literature essay. The Introduction: The introduction is See similar English A
Level tutors. A pair of laptops with a tutor.

So be careful when you start a literary analysis essay. As in any debate, you also need to make sure that you
define all the necessary terms before you begin to argue your case. Avoid making overblown closing
statements. Indicate the shape of the essay to come. Trivikrama Kumari Jamwal studies the 'Lucy' poems by
William Wordsworth and attempts to analyze Wordsworth as a poet in the light of his perspective outlined in
his Preface to Lyrical Ballads  Rather than simply presenting a series of disconnected thoughts, think about
how you can construct a coherent and compelling argument in response to the question. Your introduction
should not: Be vague. Second, remember that strong literary essays make contrary and surprising arguments.
Setting: When and where the work takes place. A novel written in short, clipped sentences that use small,
simple words might feel brusque, cold, or matter-of-fact. Your essay has most likely treated a very specific
element of the workâ€”a single character, a small set of images, or a particular passage. Which characters?
Omniscient narrators see and know all: they can witness any event in any time or place and are privy to the
inner thoughts and feelings of all characters. One essay prompt might ask you to compare and contrast two
characters, while another asks you to trace an image through a given work of literature. How will that
knowledge help them better appreciate or understand the work overall? Your writing should always be
analytical rather than descriptive, and be structured around your main argument rather than the narrative of the
text. Use your conclusion to recapitulate your main thesis and demonstrate how it provides an answer to the
question. In first-person point of view, the narrator involves him or herself in the story. A strong introduction
should grab the reader's attention, clarify how you will tackle the question, and provide a clear outline of the
essay to follow. A really strong thesis will argue for a reading of the text that is not immediately apparent. Do
yourself a favor and pick a topic that interests you. Diction: Word choice. Nice and simple, I thought. It
actually sounds pretty amateurish. Avoid introducing irrelevant information, however interesting you may
happen to find it. Make sure you have really proven your point before moving on to the next one. In the
Macbeth example above, think about the different contexts in which knives appear in the play and to what
effect. You should define your terms right up front, in the first paragraph after your introduction. Did you
notice any contradictions or ironies? But can you think of any arguments for the opposite side? Setting creates
mood or atmosphere. Oliver Goldsmith She Stoops to Conquer: social and psychological contrasts. Rather
than simply presenting a series of disconnected thoughts, think about how you can construct a coherent and
compelling argument in response to the question. While it is advisable to explore a range of arguments in the
main body of the essay, your conclusion should not introduce any new material or ideas. And for my top set
class, this was just not going to cut the band 6 mustard. Describe the process of the establishment of the genre.
A good conclusion will: Do more than simply restate the thesis. Your writing should always be analytical
rather than descriptive, and be structured around your main argument rather than the narrative of the text.
Finally, always keep the overall effect in mind. A persuasive literary essay immediately establishes its writer
as a knowledgeable, authoritative figure. For this kind of essay, there are two important points to keep in
mind.


